
    

Q02
This stylish, European-inspired Q02 Quantum recliner is
ergonomically designed to cradle your body and
complement any contemporary décor. The elegant form
features sleek design components like topstitching details
for visual interest, a flared track arm and elegant tufting
on the back. Both the chair and the ottoman are mounted
on a beautiful brushed metal prong base. A manual
recline function with a sleek, brushed metal inside handle
mechanism allows the Quantum recliner to provide a
unique tilt position and a smooth reclining motion. An
adjustable headrest and padded arm means you don' t
have to sacrifice style for comfort. Prop your feet up with a
matching ottoman. This Quantum recliner's larger scale
stature and upscale look, will set the tone for a modern
vibe to your home.

FEATURES
Frame Construction: The majority of Palliser frames are
constructed from engineered wood products, hardwood
or softwood; joints are pinned and glued for uniformity
and strength.
Cushions: Tight seat cushions are engineered using
multiple densities of high-resiliency, contour-cut foam
for a perfect ergonomic seating experience, Tight back
cushions are engineered using multiple densities of
contour-cut foam for a perfect ergonomic experience
Suspension: Back suspension features sinuous springs
to provide premium comfort and support, Seat
suspension features heavy gauge sinuous springs,
engineered to provide premium comfort and endurance
Features: Contemporary brushed metal prong base
with 360 degree swivel

Visit all available options at PALLISER.COM



Q02

A. Seat Depth: 53.3 in / 135.38 cm B. Seat Height: N/A
C. Arm Height: N/A D. Arm Depth: N/A
E. Seat Back Height: N/A F. Width of Arm: 20.5 in / 52.07 cm
G. Reclined Depth: 109.2 in / 277.37 cm H. Headrest Extension: N/A
I. Wall Clearance: N/A J. Reclined Angle: N/A

K. Ground Clearance: N/A

02 Chair
29 x 33 x 40"
74 x 84 x 102cm

Dimensions are the same for reverse direction where
applicable.

Specifications are correct at time of printing and are
subject to change without notice.
LHF = left hand facing means the “end arm” is on the
LEFT HAND SIDE of the upholstered piece when you are
standing in front of the piece.
RHF = right hand facing means the “end arm” is on the
RIGHT HAND SIDE of the upholstered piece when you
are standing in front of the piece.
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